3rd International Conference on Philosophical Counseling & Practice
Live ZOOM Conference
January 15-16, 2021

Conference Schedule & Speakers

FRIDAY, JANUARY 15, 2021

9:00 am-10:30 am EST

- **Speaker:** Jennifer Harvey Sallin (Intergifted.com, Switzerland) and Aurélien Sallin (Certified Logic-Based Consultant, Switzerland), “Dealing with “eco-grief” An LBT approach.”
- **Speaker:** Sergey Borisov, “Philosophical contemplation as a form of philosophical practice” *(South Ural State Humanitarian Pedagogical University, Chelyabinsk, Russia)*

10:30 am-12:00 pm EST

- **Speaker:** Pai Houni, “How I should know my path of life?” (Philosophical Practitioner, Helsinki, Finland)
- **Speaker:** Aaditya Vijay Jadhav, “Philosophical therapy through linguistic deconstruction.” *(K. G. Joshi and N. G. Bedekar College of Arts and Commerce, Mumbai, India)*

12:00 pm-1:30 pm EST

- **Speaker:** Jason Costanzo, “On the Therapeutic Value of Philosophical Contemplation *(Theoria).*” (Independent Scholar)
• **Speaker:** Nicolas Michaud, “Ethical Implications for Discrimination against LGBTQAI Client’s Based on Conservative Religious Belief.” *(Florida State College Jacksonville)*

**2:00 pm-3:30 pm EST**

• **Speaker:** Bill Knaus, “Monsters With Masks.” *(The Association of Procrastination Counselors and Educators).*  
• **Speaker:** Keshav Rai Goud, “Understanding the therapeutic effects of philosophy education.” *(Ashoka University, India)*

**3:30 pm-5:00 pm EST**

• **Speaker:** Rabbi Shafrir Lobb, “Philosophical Practice and Faith-Based Philosophers” *(Indian River State College, Florida)*  
• **Speaker:** Rachel Nelson, “Existential War Wounds: A Case For Philosophical Counseling in a Military Setting.” *(University of Birmingham, United Kingdom)*

**5:00 pm-6:30 pm EST**

• **Speaker:** Peter Raabe, “No Mind is an Island: On ‘mental illness’ and the Reciprocity of Minds.” *(University of the Fraser Valley, B.C., Canada)*  
• **Speaker:** Maria daVenza Tillmanns, “Can Moral Thinking Lead to Moral Action?” *(daVenza Academy of Philosophy)*

**SATURDAY, JANUARY 16, 2021**

**9:00-10:00 am EST**

• **Speaker:** Elliot D. Cohen, Presidential Address, “The COVID Crisis: How Can LBT Help?” *(Executive Director, Logic-Based Therapy and Consultation Institute)*

**10:00-11:30 am EST**

• **Speaker:** Himani Chaukar, “Constructing Indian Philosophical antidotes for the Cardinal Fallacies.” *(Ramnarain Ruia Autonomous College, Mumbai, India and Director, Mumbai India Logic-Based Therapy & Consultation Center, Mumbai, India)*
• **Speaker:** Guro Hansen Helskog, “Philosophising the Dialogos Way towards Wisdom as nurturing the Tree of Life in us.” *(University of South-Eastern Norway)*

11:30 am-1:00 pm EST

• **Speaker:** Bin Song, “Stop Damning, to Build Respect: A Confucian Perspective,” *(Washington College)*

• **Speaker:** Michael Weiss, “A Research Project about a Series of Philosophical Guided Imageries Carried out at a Norwegian Folk High School.” *(University of South-Eastern Norway)*

1:00-2:30 pm EST

• **Speaker:** Martha Lang, “Philosophy and Zen for Holistic Healing and Well-Being.” *(Florida State University)*.

• **Speaker:** Luis de Miranda, “Distinguishing Analytic, Dialectic and Crealectic Thinking in The Context of Philosophical Care *(Uppsala University, Sweden)*

2:30-4:00 pm EST

• **Speaker:** Ross Reed, “Depression, Anxiety, Powerlessness and Irrational Belief in Unlimited Individual: Possibility as a Consequence of Ubiquitous Systemic Terror: Part 2.” *(Missouri University of Science and Technology)*

• **Speaker:** John Monfredo, “Philosophical Approaches to Maintaining Sobriety in the Age of COVID.” *(University of Massachusetts Medical Center)*

4:00-5:30 pm EST

• **Speaker:** Ivan Guajardo, “The Dear Self and LBT.” *(Virginia Western Community College)*

• **Speaker:** Stephanie Zepeda, PhD, LMFT-S *(Our Lady of the Lake University, Houston, TX)*, Candace Runaas, MA, LMFT-S *(Xavier Educational Academy, Houston, TX)*, and Skeetz Edinger, MA, LMFT-A *(Private Practice, Houston, TX)*, “Metatheory & Ethics: From cynicism to sincerity.”